Abstract-Observer effect in physics (/psychology) regards bias in measurement (/perception) due to the interference of instrument (/knowledge). Based on these concepts, a new meta-heuristic algorithm is proposed for controlling memory usage per localities without pursuing Tabu-like cut-off approaches. In this paper, first, variations of observer effect are explained in different branches of science from physics to psychology. Then, a metaheuristic algorithm is proposed based on observer effect concepts and the used metrics are explained. The derived optimizer performance has been compared between 1 st , non-homogenous-peaksdensity functions, and 2 nd , homogenous-peaks-density functions to verify the algorithm outperformance in the 1 st scheme. Finally, performance analysis of the novel algorithms is derived using two real-world engineering applications in Electroencephalogram feature learning and Distributed Generator parameter tuning, each of which having nonlinearity and complex multi-modal peaks distributions as its characteristics. Also, the effect of version improvement has been assessed. The performance analysis among other optimizers in the same context suggests that the proposed algorithm is useful both solely and in hybrid Gradient Descent settings where problem's search space is nonhomogeneous in terms of local peaks density.
Introduction:
One of the objectives of meta-heuristic algorithms is designing optimizers with higher robustness and a lower likelihood of getting trapped in local optima. Also, the faster an algorithm works in various types of search space, the more desirable it is. Not all search spaces need the same optimizer because of their different system types, applications, and structures. Depending on the amount of continuity, smoothness, multimodality, spread, regularity, complexity and also the number of local minima per volume, the preferred algorithm can differ.
Tabu Search methods (TS) are specially designed to reduce unfertile search regions in optimization problems [1] . Use of regions as taboo causes the method to reduce the chance of revisiting regions and produce solutions in more promising locations to progress in a faster way. Up to now, many exploitative algorithms combined with TS led to completing metaheuristics with more cooperative sub-modules. Hybrid Nelder-Mead and Tabu Search [2] , hybrid simulated annealing and Tabu Search [3] , hybrid ant colony optimization and Tabu Search got more fame among these algorithms [4] . Also, various memory-based optimization techniques have been developed in order to produce solutions based on recently sought solutions of multi-modal fitness landscapes [50, 51] . Some methods like Estimation of Distributions Algorithm (EDAs) introduced by Mühlenbein and Paaß intend to estimate the probability distribution of solutions in a locality and generate solutions by sampling the PDF [5] . EDAs can be univariate (like Population-Based Incremental Learning (PBIL) [6] , Univariate Marginal Distribution Algorithm (UMDA) [10] and Compact Genetic Algorithm (cGA)) and also can be multivariate (such as Mutual Information Maximizing Input Clustering algorithm (MIMIC) [7] , Mutual Information Trees (COMIT) [8] and bivariate Marginal Distribution Algorithm (BMDA) [9] ). Univariate EDAs are based on single order statistics and try to suppose independence among dimensions. But bivariate mode uses second-order statistics for PDF estimation. It is obvious that the major concern of these algorithms lies in inductions using memory, model fitting using solutions in memory or pdf estimation. Yet, there is no method to fully address issues of where, when, and how much memory should be used.
Ant colony optimization (ACO) is another approach that uses memory elements in its solution updating process [11, 12 and 13] . It has been inspiring from the foraging behavior of ants. For better searching for food, ants secrete a substance called pheromone to signal path of food to each other. Pheromone will remain on the ground only for a definite time. So, the ACO algorithm can act in a more systematic way when there is pheromone and otherwise does random like searches when there is no. In ACO, pheromone evaporation rate can control the extent of memory usage. However, there is no algorithm working based on ACO with adaptive controllability of pheromone intensity in a locality-dependent way to simulate the memory effect control.
Furthermore, Scatter search algorithms and Tabu Search methods deal with bringing memory based rules and search methods [14] [15] [16] . But, to the best of authors' knowledge, previous authentic studies have not yet proposed a more adaptive framework focusing solely on a cluster-based limitation of memory-usage. Tabu Search methods cut off the possibility to search near solutions that are in its tabu set, while our method decreases the likelihood of solution update in a region but doesn't make it zero. Moreover, Tabu Search neither adapts clusters to choose method-based search versus random searching nor controls locality volume. To the best of authors' knowledge, no algorithms yet have been proposed to dynamically control the memory extent may get used with different parameter settings per different localities.
Therefore, a new algorithm, inspired by the observer effect, is proposed to impose taboo degree of localities in a soft way, automatically adapt innovation rate in exploration, choose a locally adaptive memory filtering approach, and also tackle the aforementioned issues. The observer effect is mainly discussed in physical systems, instrumentation and social psychology. More or less, this concept is considered in other branches like politics, economy, and sociology. Generally, the observer effect is associated with changes imposed on the observable entity through observation [48] . This effect can also lead to the wrong measurement of entity properties. For the case of a physical process, active measurements can affect the system which is being measured [49] . For the example of electron detection, a photon has to interact with it. This active measurement distorts the electron's properties and eventually leads to a distorted measurement. By looking at optimization problems as measurement problems, the effect of observer can be defined and controlled. By controlling the extent of memory usage on predicting more fit solutions, the extent of observer effect gets controlled adaptively for the problem. There are some situations and locations in which past knowledge and biases about solution distribution may not be helpful and informative. The proposed Observer Effect Optimization (OEO) purpose is to manage where to use past knowledge and where not to. In the following sub-section, further explanations about various scientific origins of the proposed algorithm have been brought about. Real-world engineering problems often contain parameters with search space that has localities with different densities of peaks. Lower homogeneity of a locality in term of peak density makes it harder to track lower-cost-solutions from currently gathered knowledge about cost points. So it is necessary to control the amount of knowledge usage per locality and exploit less in localities that are less certain and homogenous than it has been already supposed. When the exploitation process per locality fails frequently during the solution update process, the cost distribution of locality can get too complex to be able to exploit gathered knowledge for finding better solutions. Knowledge transfer rate control during solution update process is the main idea of proposed OEO method.
Two real-world problems have been used to evaluate the performance of OEO. The first problem is parameter initialization of Gradient Descent (GD) optimizer which is a subspace learning method for feature extraction of Electro-Encephalogram (EEG) speech imagery data. The second problem intends to tune parameters of Distributed Generators (DGs) as their sizes and locations which is a complex objective function among other Power System problems due to lack of analytical solutions. The commonality of both case studies is their specific optimization search spaces that are not only multimodal but also hard to track localized behavior of function. Such problems can apply OEO to dynamically switch between uniformlyrandom-search and elite-nearby-search by modifying localities' hyper-parameter settings during runtime.
The main contributions of this paper are:
-Introducing a new algorithm to control the memory effect in a soft way with no memory-usage cut-off. The algorithm is designed for specific real-world search spaces that have non-homogenous peaks densities. -Evaluating algorithm on a parameter initialization of GD optimization of the nonlinear objective function over highly complex and dynamic data: a newly proposed objective function that does spatial filtering on EEG data and optimizes parameters in a hybrid mode with GD for better classification accuracy. -Evaluating algorithm on a parameter tuning study with highly structured multi-modal solutions: selecting the location and size of the DGs in a power grid.
Section 2 explains the OEO method fundamentals and basis. Section 3 gives out a second version for the algorithm that makes cluster parameters specialized. In Section 4, the proposed optimizer is compared among two groups of functions, homogenous and non-homogenous peaks density functions groups to verify the algorithm outperformance in the non-homogenous group. In Section 5, two case studies are introduced in detail and evaluation results are shown and analyzed at the end of each sub-section. Finally, the conclusion ends the paper by related challenges.
Related Works, Other origins of the observer effect
Rather than merely physical illustration explained in the introduction, for the case of a psychological process, observer (expectancy) effect causes one's viewpoint to get biased in knowing a case of study [23, 22 and 17] . In other words, previous knowledge about a process can lead to ignorance about further knowledge of the process [18 and 19] . A clear example of this bias is evident in backmasking of pieces of music [20] . Music is backmasked when its track is played backward. The reversely played music is usually meaningless and composed of random sounds. However, having a biased interpretation in some specific utterance, one may think it entails meaningful hidden messages, but that is just an illusion. To put the psychological view of observer effect into the mentioned general definition, one can suppose observed system as one's realization about a subject and also assume observer as one's ability and approach to realize and accumulate knowledge. When the observed system gets affected by the observer's knowledge, the realization gets distorted, which prevents the observed system to be seen wholly. But in some cases when knowledge is sufficient enough, presuming that as the truth of observable process will not cause misinformation and saves time and effort [24] ; especially, when learning needs more energy than recalling knowledge. So as the brain manages the extent of the observer effect in observations, it is possible to bring this management into the domain of meta-heuristic optimization.
In this paper, the term observer effect mostly refers to its psychological aspect rather than physical. The observer effect is meant in the sense of observer-actor biases out of prior knowledge about an instance which may be the main factor of prejudice [17, 21] . But if one regards memory as a material process and part of the brain, then the brain as an instrument affects its own measurements by its own knowledge and the physical and psychological concepts get unified.
Accordingly, the objective of the proposed OEO algorithm is to approach an optimization problem as a measurable system and view an optimization algorithm as an observer. As an observer must not distort the measurable system, the optimizer's accumulated knowledge of sought solutions, must not misdirect the optimization process. Eventually, OEO uses knowledge in a region as long as it leads to fitness improvement or otherwise ignores it.
The proposed method, Observer Effect Optimization (OEO):
To be precise, the proposed Observer effect optimization (OEO) is a tool to control the effect of existing knowledge into the decision of new solutions. Here existing knowledge of solution distributions may be interpreted as observer information. Eventually, the OEO sets up a competition between a random selection of solutions and their memory-based selection with different tuned parameters for each region. In this paper, all memory-based solution selection methods use gathered knowledge of sought solutions.
The proposed algorithm uses priori (memory) information rather in regions which the result gets improved and uses random updating information in other regions. Realization of this approach is feasible through adaptive parameter discerning which is suitable among memory or random based solution production. This process is done wholly in version 1 of the proposed algorithm. In version 2, different adaptive parameters are selected for different regions.
Moreover, by producing or updating solutions in more promising regions, a Tabu like scent is given to the algorithm which automatically sets up a competition among clusters. Characters of the proposed OEO are listed as below:
-Brings about certain intelligence to discern how much must trust in past information and distribution of solutions and costs already found. -Helps automatically seek for random solutions and search in other regions of space as searching in last sought clusters won't lead to better solutions. -Leads to the interplay between random searching and model-based searching.
-Updates solution near elites when there is above than averaged probability of finding a better solution than best elite in its locality. -Chooses between exploration and exploitation in an adaptive way by updating 3 observer parameters.
The OEO, General Framework
Using the insight gathered from a scientific background of the observer effect, the idea behind the proposed OEO algorithm is stated as follows. OEO controls the effect of observer information into a decision of new solutions. Observer information is past knowledge and prejudice about a possible model of solutions distribution. This sets up a competition between the random selection of solutions and their memory-based selection. The algorithm of the main framework in each iteration is proposed below. A, B, and G parameters, adaptively control the extent of knowledge/memory-biases entrance in randomized exploration, localities-pruned exploration, and elites-induced exploitation respectively. They will be adapted during algorithm run for better performance of the run. It must be noted that the bigger the A and B, the lower the observer effect.
Algorithm 1. The main framework of the OEO.
After the adaptation of parameters, the remaining lowest cost solutions will be removed to retain a maximum number of solutions during each iteration. As this is mentioned here, it is not put into the flowchart. is available in Figure 1 . In the figure, circles represent clusters which are brought by sphere cluster creator which is detailed in the next section. 
Controlling rate of global searching (A)
The outer decision layer of the OEO during each iteration deals with deciding whether to use memory or not at all. This decision takes place using a uniform random number generator. When the generated number is lower than A (0<A<1), the algorithm reduces search region to existing clusters; preventing algorithm to search globally. The higher the value of A, the higher the use of memory and so the higher the concerning observer effect will be.
Adaptation of A should be the way it leads to a more sensitive algorithm considering its current progress. There are moments that memory should be used less so that new global solutions get sought. Increasing and decreasing A during run time can fulfill that objective. The process of updating A is as below:
-Decrease A if adding into cluster failed, either randomly or method based.
-Failure takes place when it does not lead to a better solution in the cluster.
Controlling the amount of nonlinearity for cluster selection (B)
After bypassing random searching phase, the algorithm has been entered to state which one of the clusters should be selected for local searching. This selection is implemented using a roulette wheel search (RWS) method. RWS uses probability distribution (PDF) of each element to select one finally. The PDF of elements is achieved from the normalization of cluster effectiveness which gets obtained through metrics available in Section C. By passing PDF through the following nonlinearity, it is possible to affect the certainty of cluster selection and as a result, the intensity of involvement of memory in area selection gets controlled. The nonlinearity function is shown in (1) .
Where p(x) is normalized effectiveness of each cluster and  is set to 18. B controls the probability of selection of a cluster among other clusters based on knowledge about its effectiveness. By increasing B, elements of f(p(x), B), get closer to each other; making the memory and past knowledge affectless to region selection. Therefore, raising B leads to less observer effect or more deviation between lowest and highest cluster effectiveness, resulting in more certain selection by RWS. Adaptation of B should be the way it leads to a more sensitive algorithm deciding when and where to use memory. By controlling B, the algorithm can automatically tune the rate of using knowledge for the best of itself. That is, after cluster selection and solution update, if it led to better fitness, Increase B by m1, otherwise decrease it by m2. m2 is chosen less than m1 due to the fact that better result is usually rare. This approach leads to an increase of B and thus more localization certainty as long as fitness increases and otherwise decreases B to stop further intensification when improper.
Controlling rate of rule-based update (G)
This is the inner layer of the algorithm which makes a choice between random solution selections in a cluster versus knowledge-based rule-based solution update. The metrics available for the rule-based update is put in section C. During each iteration, the decision is taken place using a parameter G and a generated random number. If the random number is higher than G, randomly select a solution in the concerning cluster region; otherwise, perform method-based selection using a preferred metric among Table 1 methods. In Table 1 , five rulebased solution update methods are proposed. They use currently sought solution of a region to produce a new solution. Adaptation process for G is to decrease G, if method based update failed or random based addition succeeded. Else, increase. Success is meant in the sense of leading to better fitness. If a generated normalized uniform random number lower than predefined number 0<p<1, select solution randomly in the region using a uniform random vector generator within the intended hull. Otherwise, Xnew= Xstart + u * (Xbest-Xstart) where Xstart is an arbitrary select solution in concerning hull, and Xbest is the best solution in the intended hull. u is a uniform generated a random number between zero and one.
Random searching and structured searching gets combined. Tuning p during the run will give more flexibility to the algorithm.
Select new solution near in sequel of best solution of the hull and other selected one.
'MoveThroughB est'
Xnew= Xstart + u * (Xbest-Xstart) where Xstart is an arbitrary select solution in concerning hull, and Xbest is the best solution in the intended hull. u is a uniform generated a random number between zero and one.
Best currently sought solution may b closer to a best global solution. The new solution will be selected near better solutions of the hull. It differs with MeanOfElites case in the fact that non-elite solutions will affect the selection of location.
N best solutions
'GetWeightedM eanOfElites'
Set new solution as a weighted mean of N best solutions contained in hull. Weights of the selected solution location are their own fitnesses.
In comparison with MeanOfElites case, The better the solution, the closer the new solution gets to.
Comparing adaptation trend of G, B, and A may clarify points of this approach. It is obvious that G sets up a competition among localized rule-based solution update versus localized random solution update. However, In the case of B, the competition is among different locations using the knowledge and at last, A makes a competition between diversification and intensification with controlled memory usage. As they are three independent viewpoints of a problem, they would be a suitable complementary together.
Suitable cluster effectiveness metrics are proposed which are used in the algorithm are presented in Table. 2. Instead of counting all fitnesses in computing effectiveness, only top solutions are selected.
Best fitness value per volume
'BestFitnessPerV olume'
Find the best solution in hull in term of fitness and set fitness value a metric output.
Best solution fitness in each volume with any size can be a sign for the effectiveness of locating a global solution in that volume.
The variance of fitness values per volume

'VarFitnessPerV olume' the variance of fitness values in concerning volume
In a hull where the spread of fitness values are high, there may be more likelihood of finding a better solution versus a hull with low fitness variance.
Modified Observer Effect Optimization (M-OEO)
In the last section, the main framework of OEO is explained, adaptive parameters have been cleared out and plenty of feasible metrics for knowledge-based solution update have been gathered as a table. In this section, two kinds of OEO versions are provided. They differ first in selected metrics and second in individualizing gamma. After introducing these versions of the algorithm, a finalized flowchart of the second version will be shown in Figure 3 .
OEO, First version versus the second version
By choosing suitable metrics for the generalized framework and using approaches in Sections B.2 as parameters adaptation method, the first version will be defined. Suitable metrics are chosen among metrics with the best average number of function evaluations among other metrics.
Algorithm metrics and parameter preferences are shown in Table 3 . Cluster solution update metric and cluster effectiveness metric for each version of OEO is fixed and had undergone no tuning processes. Hyper-parameters m1 and m2 are tuned from set {0.1*n| 20< nЄN <=50 }. The tuning process has selected hyper-parameter with the least average cost over 20 different runs per each optimizer version. In the first version, there is only one G parameter for all clusters. The fact that each cluster may have their own G parameter was not issued in the first version. G parameter accounts for choosing between memory-based local searching over random local search. For the case of the sparseness of solutions in search space, the adaptation of G may not be reliable. That is why G got individualized for each cluster in the second OEO version. 
Verification of OEO on synthetic multi-modal benchmarks
The main purpose of the OEO is to escape local optima of real-world problems with nonhomogenous peaks density function. Before evaluating OEO on two real-world scenarios with such nonlinearities in distributing local-optimaes, OEO behavior is analyzed in optimizing synthetic multi-modal benchmarks in terms of their peaks density. Table 5 compares the performance of the functions with non-homogenous peaks density (Schwefel, Weierstrass, and Ackley) versus functions with homogenous peaks density (Rastrigin and Griewank). The 1 st group has peaks with different nearest neighbor distances while the 2 nd one has approximately the same distances. The results show that non-homogenous group has outperformed the homogenous group in terms of number of defeated baseline optimizers averaged over group items. More optimizers have been overcome in the case of non-homogenous peaks density functions by the proposed OEO optimizer. The baseline optimizers are selected among the basic and general methods that suit real-world hybrid case studies, require easier implementations with less time consumption, and are more common in engineering-based literature. As the OEO, our specific-purpose proposed method, is implemented on two real-world case studies, the authors didn't do more rigorous benchmark and baseline comparisons in this section, i.e. with CEC benchmarks and general-purpose state of the art optimizers. Moreover, the purpose of this section is to only compare OEO's effectiveness in group 1 versus group 2 functions and not to assess its general performance. Results from Table 5 suggest that functions like Ackley and Weierstrass respond more plausibly not only in comparison commonly-used metaheuristics, but also among newer versions like BA [47] , CICA [46] , and PSO-w-local [45] . The Weierstrass function has wide varieties of peaks distances for each peak's nearest neighbor. Functions like this can easily misguide the algorithms and need an algorithm to respond appropriately to the locality in which the intensification has to take place. Responding whether to choose method-based-update or random-update as a result of controlling observer effect and memory usage depending on location and cluster the solution belongs to.
Moreover, these results confirm the adaptive behavior of OEO in the decision between exploitation and exploration. When knowledge seems insightful, exploitation takes place; otherwise, exploration prevails. Cases like Rastrigin and Schwefel were effective in OEO versus other algorithm and this is a result of adaptive use of knowledge versus randomness.
In all results, OEO acted better in non-homogenous-peaks-density functions than homogenouspeak-density ones. Therefore, the results support the idea that OEO acts appropriately on functions that have more nonlinearity, complexity, and dynamic behaviors that are suitable for specific engineering applications.
Evaluation and analysis of two real-world problems
In this section, the OEO is evaluated on two real-world scenarios; one assesses the OEO capability in a machine learning study and the other in a system engineering study:
-The machine learning study constitutes a subspace filtering problem for optimizing the classification accuracy of brain-computer-interfaces. It demands a global optimization in its nonlinear objective function with multiple convex localities. So it needs a hybrid optimizer with GD as its main algorithm and our proposed OEO as its random initializer preventing the optimizer from trapping into local minima. This case is discussed in Section 5.1.
-On the other hand, the respected system engineering study is about a power system analyzer that aims to distribute optimal generators specifications using an objective function that keeps the system economically justified. So this is a parameter tuning scheme and should be able to search for better parameters in objectives that neither have a gradient for fixpoint solving purposes nor have a closed-form solution. So the generality of the problem is Np-hard and the objective is to assess OEO capability on the study over other simplistic and commonly-used optimizers. This case is discussed in Section 5.2.
Parameter Learning Study, Nonlinear feature learning
To evaluate our proposed OEO algorithm, a nonlinear objective function based on Spatial Filtering is proposed. Spatial Filter in this study is Common Spatial Pattern [37, 39] mainly used for feature selection in EEG classification problems. Our objective function has terms which the function is nonconvex w.r.t. them and as a result, GD cannot asymptotically converge to the global solution.
The problem statement
The problem is to optimize the subspace filtering objective function using hybrid of OEO and GD methods, in which OEO is used as a GD initializer (OEO-GD), and to compare with other hybrid methods of GD. The GD method has been initialized by OEO. It has been evaluated on a feature filtering problem which is a weighted sum of each trial's Common Spatial Pattern (CSP). So, the concept of CSP will be described in the next section and afterward, the mainly proposed objective function will be derived.
Common spatial pattern (CSP)
CSP mainly seeks for a sub-space or viewpoint with maximum variance in one class while minimizing variance in other class labels [37, 32] . In an evoke-related potential (ERP) with N as the channels count and T as the samples count, suppose that E is an N × T matrix of zeromean data. The covariance matrix per class is derived by taking the mean of covariance matrices corresponding to that class over all trials. CSP finds set of orthogonal bases wk for 0 < ∈ < such that:
Where each wk is normalized automatically due to the formulation of the problem. i is class label index which is 1 or 2 in this case. C is different for each class and is derived by . Equation (2) turns into a generalized eigenvalue problem by setting the denominator as Lagrange multiplier to the numerator [39] . Taking derivative w.r.t. wk results in :
Where W is matrix out of wk as its columns and Ʌ is a diagonal matrix of Lagrange multipliers in (3). Eq. (3) can be solved by power iterations or other SVD-based methods.
To show the performance of OEO-GD, some of the existing works regarding the subject of trials-filter-learning have been chosen as comparison baselines. The filter is CSP in this context. The better weighting of each EEG trial improves the filtering accuracy and as a result, improves the generalization capability of filtered subspace in classification. Therefore, a new filtering objective function is proposed and it is optimized with OEO-GD.
Devlaminck's work (CCSP)
The method which is suggested by Devlaminck et al., regards a correspondence between the spatial filters extracted from different subjects and aims to extract such correspondence with the help of a shared global basis w0 and save the remnant in the subject-specific part vi [41] .
He designed a particular objective function to learn the parameters (5) Due to binary weights in (5), the weights cannot be approximated by GD. The idea of disintegrating the filter to subject-specific and subject-independent segments makes this method a useful comparison baseline for the cost function proposed in 5.1.1.4.
Regularized Common Spatial Pattern (RCSP)
This technique, Lotte's work, accounts for the covariance matrices of all subjects for a specific one [42] . The purpose is to use the shared information between subjects. The covariance matrix Σi * c for i'th subject is as follows: (6) Where c is the class per subject, and λ ∈ [0,1] is a regularization parameter to control the shared covariance effect. Due to informative details per each trial, this objective function can also be another suitable baseline for assessing our proposed optimizer and nonlinear objective function.
Weighted Common Spatial Pattern (Wgt-CSP), our proposed objective function as an optimizer evaluator
To evaluate the effectiveness of OEO in parameter learning schemes, the algorithm has to outperform non-hybrid GD, GD with PSO as initializer (GPSO) [35] and some other promising GD-hybrid methods. So, a differentiable objective function is used that has a multi-modal search space. The proposed objective function tries to tackle the challenge of improving EEG evaluation-data classification accuracy by more informative feature selections. By using a suitable initializer (i.e. a meta-heuristic) in GD, this challenge will be handled. This new objective function is a revision for CSP. Its purpose is to: (7) Where Σi,c is epoch's covariance matrix of class c as NxN matrix with N as the number of channels. w is one row of CSP projector. This process is to lower the total number of epochs either for the sake of increasing precision or for passing a smaller number of covariance matrices to CSP algorithm. Due to the usage of GD for optimization, negative of (7) will be minimized in terms of , a and b . Using Rayleigh Quotient, both of the following equations, when having the weights ai and bi , can be simplified to a generalized eigenvalue problem and the projectors be optimized in a definite way. That makes the only uncertain part of optimization be the process of finding ai and bi s. So unlike Devlaminck et. al method which has the likelihood of getting caught in local optima in all its parameters, this form helps the process of optimization be done in a more robust way while remaining more certain about the result. A schematic of the proposed objective function is shown in Figure (4) .
Figure. (4)
. General schema of the proposed method.
Optimization and evaluation pseudo-codes, problem-specific tuned-up hyperparameters
All OEO hyper-parameters are set to the values from Table 3 . The GD-hybrid algorithm is discussed in 5.1.2.1. The cross-validation procedure for validation accuracy assessment of data is explained in 4.1.2.2. Lastly, the GD parameter specification phase is shown in 5.1.2.3.
Hybrid optimizer pseudo-code
Due to non-convexity of Wgt-CSP objective function, mere usage of GD without powerful random initializer cannot lead to global minima and as a result, GD suffers a premature convergence.
The main optimization process alternates between computing CSP using SVD power method with 7 iterations and OEO-GD for updating weights with 6 iterations. The OEO-GD algorithm is mentioned as below:
Algorithm 2, The OEO-GD algorithm
EEG dataset and evaluation approach used for the proposed CSP objective function
EEG data is derived from a speech-imagery BCI experiment developed by Rostami et.al. [40] . The Data is recorded by a 16 channeled EEG meter extracted from 6 subjects, aged between 23 and 30 who performed imagination of vowel sounds. Each subject has taken 180 trials which were approximately 36 trials for the imagination of five class each as a vowel. In this paper, only two class is used for classification which was classes 2 and 5. The sampling rate was 512 Hz for 4 seconds lasted imagery. The main 5-folded cross-validation process is described as follows: o Use the selected fold as the evaluation set and others as train data. o Decimate data by 8. Bandpass filter the data using a fifth order Chebyshev filter with band-pass of [3, 30] Hz. o Learn a CSP projector using training data folds using CSP algorithm described in 5.1.1.1. o Extract significant components of data out of 16 from both train and test data. o Pass the results in train and test data to Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) or Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier with linear kernel and LibSVM library [43] . o Save the validation accuracy  Average over 5 resulted accuracies.
Values used for searching and tuning hyper-parameter
For GD, Adam is used because of its adaptive momentum and the weight-decay effect. The tuner has examined learning-rates {0.2,0.02,0.002}, checked {0.8,0.9,099} for momentum1 and momentum2, and the proposed OEO initializers' reoccurrence occasion are fine-tuned as 3, 6, 9, 12 and 15 GD runs. The best-resulted parameters settings are 0.2 for learning-rate, 0.9 for momentum1, 0.9 for momentum2 and 6 for initializer rerun occasion.
The error-bar in Figure 5 shows that the proposed hybrid optimizer of Wgt-CSP over sections has made it outperform other similar averaging methods in 5.1.1.2 and 5.1.1.3. All accuracies in the error-bar are validation data averaged over 20 independent runs in the first three subjects of speech imagery dataset [40] . All methods except Wgt-CSP are evaluated by sole GD without any meta-heuristic initializers due to their convex structure. Eigen-decomposition power method was the CSP solver in the all aforementioned objective functions. Table 6 shows elapsed time, cost and standard-deviation averaged over 20 independent runs and also best accuracy evaluated on validation data. Two best results per each column are shown in bold. The comparison baseline for the proposed objective function is the single GD with uniform random initialization, GPSO, and ICA-GD with GD as their main algorithm [36, 35, 44] . GPSO [35] is a combination of GD optimizer with standard Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) which lacks multi-scaled search capability. Selection of PSO as baseline is due to its frequent usage in the contexts of hybrid engineering-based optimizations [35] . ICA-GD is a combination of Imperialistic Competitive Algorithm (ICA) [44] with GD as its main algorithm. ICA is used for comparison due to its simplicity and easy implementation in neural network and machine learning scenarios [52] . In GPSO, initialization frequency is controlled by the parameter NG [35] . So we have set this parameter to 6. Results show outperformance of both OEO-GD and M-OEO-GD versus GPSO and single GD. Moreover, the generalization accuracy of classification is increased when OEO is added as a random initializer to GD. Also by using ICA as a GD initializer with the same routine as in OEO-GD, OEO is still the winner compared to ICA.
Results and comparisons
The validation accuracies also suggest that the reduction in the cost of the objective function over hybrid-GD mode is meaningful and that improves the best GD evaluation accuracy mentioned in 3 th row of Table 6 . Furthermore, Fig. 5 describes the Comparison of generalization accuracy in our Wgt-CSP method among previous subspace filtering approaches in EEG two-class classification study. Wgt-CSP outperformed other methods mostly when we used SIMPLE OEO-GD and M-OEO-GD as the optimizer. 
Figure (5). Comparison of EEG classification accuracy for weighted-CSPs-over-trials (Wgt-CSP) objective function among previous subspace approaches. RCSP-SFFS is
Parameter Tuning Study, DGs Integration
Rather than approximative gradient-based problems with nonhomogeneous peaks distributed in a region, there are large scale engineering problems that are non-exact, nonanalytic while containing oddly distributed peak densities. For such problems, due to lack of convexity in sub-regions, one cannot use GD to speed up the process. But the use of OEO in such problems may hinder from wasting time in the small region due to plausible costs in memory.
A large amount of generated power in power stations is lost in the transmission systems. The losses not only waste electrical energies but also, occupy transmission line capacity during energy transmission. DGs are able to decrease power losses by placing optimally in the right situations in power systems. The large-scale calculation must be performed in distribution power system analysis. Therefore, an optimization method with an acceptable convergence rate can decrease the power system calculation time. OEO is used to decrease the cost function more than commonly-used optimizers that are reasonably faster.
The recent developments in the electrical energy generation methods have been brought about a new arena in power systems analysis, which is aptly called the distributed generation studies. In actuality, DGs not only have a lower impact on the environment and produce clean energy, but also they are able to reduce the power system losses and increase the system reliability. It must be noticed that an inappropriate placement of a DG can cause a wide range of harmful effects in the power network instead of benefits the system. For this reason, engineers have to determine the best sizes and locations for DGs to improve the power quality and system reliability. On the other hand, electrical power networks have been created based on complex computation processes. A power system analyzer, therefore, in addition to powerful computers requires fast and high precision software and tools to analyze the network in a possible minimum time.
Problem statement
In conventional power systems in absence of any kinds of DG, the power buses in the system substations have a linear behavior in terms of the distance between the power plants and the investigated bus or buses. In other words, the increment in distance between the generator and the load leads to a decrease in the number of bus voltages in the load location. Thus, it seems logical to analyze the network by an algorithm which is able to use line search during its optimization process for seeking the optimum solutions. Moreover, there may be a wide range of buses near the power plants in a power system. In this condition, DG construction on these types of buses can cause overvoltage problem which decreases the power system stability and its reliability. Hence, an optimization method with an ability to search in a vast area of a search space in a little time can increase the power system analysis pace to assess the DGs places and sizes. The OEO, accordingly, can be a qualified choice as a power system analyzer tool because of its ability to seek the optimum answer in minimum time by employing a special useful memory in a wide search space. For these well-grounded reasons, It is expected that the OEO algorithm works as a fast and exact optimizer to find the best solutions for the places and sizes of DGs.
The proposed OEOs are applied to the 69-IEEE power distribution system to determine the optimum locations and sizes of the DGs to reduce the power system losses and improve voltage in four different scenarios. It is done in order to decrease power system losses profile during operation. This section demonstrates the load flow calculation process to derive the final loss function. Section 5.2.2. discusses the optimization results to demonstrate the effectiveness and applicability of the OEO in power system analysis usage and DGs sizing and placing in a power network.
Nowadays, DGs integration has been increased in power distribution systems to improve power quality and voltage stability of a grid. DG costs and volumes are impressively lower than high capacity power stations. For this reason, they have found Special popularity among governments and users. DGs can bring a wide range of facilities for a power system. For instance, solving economic problems for generation development, environmental pollution reduction, improvement of power quality for users, power system losses reduction, voltage profile improvement, and recovering power system capacity are all privileges of a DG connected to a grid. Although DG foundation entails lots of facilities for a grid, engineers must determine a suitable place for the DG establishment in the grid. If a DG is erected at a wrong place in a grid, it is not only will not be useful, but also, it can bring up some problems in the system such as overvoltage and instability problems. On the other hand, power system analysis is of great complexity because of its iterative calculation process. Thus, engineers must spend a lot of time to find an optimum place for a DG in a grid analytically. Therefore, analyzing highly sophisticated power distribution systems with a wide range of electrical elements such as different loads, generators, and various DGs have a great difficulty and engineers need powerful computers to solve these kinds of problems. Hence, a useful optimization method can speed up power system analysis in the presence of nonlinear and different power system elements. There is a large number of pieces of literature considered various conditions for a power system to locate DGs in grids by means of meta-heuristic algorithms (e. g. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] ).
Power System Analysis and system test
The 11kV, 69 buses radial electrical power distribution system [30, 33] is chosen as a case study network in this paper. The fast decoupled load flow method which has been proposed in [31] is used to solve the load flow problem. According to Figure 6 , DGs inject electrical power in each bus during the optimization process. The injected active and reactive powers of the DGs are formulated by (8) .
Where Ss is the power system apparent power which flows to the selected bus, and Ps and Qs are the power system active and reactive powers, respectively. The load active and reactive powers are shown by PL and QL, respectively. Also, PDG and QDG are the DG generated active and reactive powers in each selected bus during optimization. The lost power in the power system analysis can be calculated by (9) .
Where PGi and PDi are the generated and demanded powers on the ith bus respectively. Also, n represents the number of buses in the distribution network. On the other hand, there are some constraints which must be considered in the power system analysis. Active and reactive generated powers constraints for each substation in the network, transmission line capacity limit, and overvoltage consideration are four important limitations with a certain minimum and maximum values in the load flow calculation process. Figure 6 . a DG system connected to a grid bus The objective function of the optimization problem is shown in (10) , which consists of DGs cost, penalty factor, and the network buses voltages.
Power system
Where Vi is the buses voltages in per-unit and Sloss is the total losses in the network. Also, nbus and nDG represent the number of power system buses and the number of added DGs to the network, respectively. Moreover, C is the cost of each DG inserted to the network. K1 =1.4e5 and K2=1.35e5 are the weighting coefficient for each term. Besides, PF shows the voltage violation penalty factor in each bus which must be formulated by (11) .
Parameters to optimize
In this study, the first and modified OEO proposed versions are tested to find the suitable size and place of the DGs in the radial power distribution network. In addition, the output of proposed optimization methods is compared with the particle swarm optimization (PSO) and Bat optimization approaches in the next section. The following instruction is executed for each optimization algorithm to find the best DGs location and sizes.
-Determine the number of DGs in the system -Determine the minimum and maximum size of DGs -Provide the power system information such as PV and PQ and slack buses, transmission line parameters, and the amount of generation and consumption on each bus -Initialize the variable parameter such as DGs size and locations -Apply load flow on the new system -Consider the optimization problem cost function -Apply optimization algorithm to find the best size and location of DGs Also, All OEO hyper-parameters are set to the values from Table 3 .
Results and discussion:
The power system analysis is performed in four different scenarios on the 69-IEEE test system. In each scenario, the number of DGs added to the grid is different from other scenarios. The power system losses, DGs cost, and capacity, and the minimum and maximum values of the voltage profile are considered in the optimization process by applying (10) and (11) . The determination of the best value of G, B, and A in OEO algorithms are important to achieve the minimum cost during the optimization process. For this reason, the tuning procedure to assign the suitable values of these parameters is run on the power system at the first step.
OEO and baselines, i.e. the conventional PSO and Bat algorithms, have solved the power system problem to find suitable places and sizes for DGs in the same iterations. As the baseline optimizers are favored by researchers due to lower runtime and performance on power system analysis applications, they are selected for evaluation comparison.
According to table 3 which shows the best value of the parameters in each optimization scenarios, there is a little difference between the values. Therefore, they can be considered as static factors during a complex optimization problem. The amount of G, B, and A parameters in the power system analysis stage are equal to 0.05, 0.01, and 0.5450 for both OEOs, respectively. The optimization process is executed in 45 iterations for each algorithm. Table 4 presents the important outputs, consisting of the final cost values, selected buses, and the chosen DGs capacity on each bus in all scenarios, after solving the optimization problem and final load flow process. The presented data in Table 7 corroborate the preference of the M-OEO in seeking the minimum cost in comparison to other algorithms. 
Conclusion:
One of the most important issues which must be addressed in meta-heuristic methods is an adaptive controlling extent of memory entering the solution decision during optimization. Unfortunately, this problem has not been issued wholly. The OEO is an attempt to harness the problem by inspiring from a concept in modern physics called observer effect. The new algorithm has been checked out in term of effectiveness with two types of real-world applications, hybrid with GD mode and single tuning mode. The results are fairly acceptable and show that the OEO can outperform algorithms with disorderly distributed peaks and leads to informative spaces while seeking solutions in such complex cost functions. The proposed algorithms worked more effectively in 3 benchmark functions with non-homogenous peaks distributions comparing to 2 benchmark functions with homogenous peaks.
For the first real-world scenario as a hybrid optimizer of EEG features classification, OEO has overcome GD and two basic simple hybrids with GD. That promising result with small relative elapsed time will be motivation for combining metaheuristics with gradient-based algorithms in a larger amount of problems. Due to the formulation of CSP subspace filtering problem, the GD version used in the proposed study was not stochastic like ones used in deep learning; but averaging over sub-batches and saving average cost per batch, may also help bigdata models initialization. Such large scale models will be optimized by OEO-GD in our future work.
For the second real-world scenario as parameter tuner, OEO and baselines are used. According to the results, the OEO has found better solutions for the system. Therefore, the OEO is able to solve complex problems in comparison to the PSO. Thus, scientists and engineers can spend less time to find suitable solutions for complex and sophisticated mathematics problems.
In the future work, the role of the Modified OEO can be to inject a constraint in the adaptation of G(i) in i'th cluster such that all values for neighboring clusters remain close to each other. This may result in more reasonable solution update and exerting more regionally smooth observer effect. In the upcoming works, a more comprehensive parameter tuning will be approached and new cases of nonlinearity will be proposed. Also, tuning of nonlinearity parameters will be set as criteria for evaluation of nonlinearity.
